In this paper I attempt to give theoretical foundation to the concept of undesired excess capacity that I define as an unwilling, persistent mismatch between productive capacity and final demand. Undesired excess capacity has traditional room only in oligopolistic framework, like in Keynesian and Post-Keynesian models. Otherwise I show the possibility of its existence (and persistence) also with reference to a perfectly competitive economy where firms use massively information and communication technologies (ICT). In this stylized economy, undesired excess capacity is associated with "ex-post" sunk costs, in terms of mismatch between total revenues and production costs. My approach, which draws a production theory alternative to the neoclassical one, makes it possible to account for these costs and connect them to the role of money, under the form of credit, in the continuation of the economic process. Moreover, in the conclusion of this paper, I show how the notion of equilibrium that emerges from the analysis could be useful to address the issue of dynamics.
Introduction
Excess capacity, that is, actual production below the potential level, appears as a persistent feature of the modern economies. Even though there is not yet a complete consensus on how excess capacity should be defined and measured at a global level, one can clearly observe persistence of this phenomenon in many productive activities of the Western economies for at least three decades. For example in the period 1997-2009, the average rate of industrial capacity utilization of US, Europe and Japan was well below 80% 1 ! Great recession has further emphasized the problem 2 clearly, unfolding the crucial role of inadequate final demand in determining widespread production slowdown and job cuts. However, this paper does not intend to enter into the debate among economists about the validity of statistical measures of capacity (under) utilization 3 but rather to give theoretical foundation to the concept of undesired excess capacity 4 and to evaluate its cost for a stylized advanced economy. To reach this aim I provide a formal framework. The direct ancestor is the formalism adopted in Marini and Pannone [8] to derive a theory of capacity utilization of a firm that, independently on the specific field of activity, is characterized by the presence of information and communications technologies (in short ICT) along the entire supply chain. ICT are able to support a just in time type organi- 3 In the World Bank's econometric model (see [1] and [2] ) estimations of potential output is based on a constant returns-to-scale Cobb-Douglas production function with fixed factor share parameters and Hicks-neutral technology. Potential output is thus the level of output attained when the entirety of the capital stock and effective labor supply is employed, while total factor productivity (TFP) is growing at its trend rate. The output gap (or economy wide capacity utilization) in turn refers to the gap between actual and potential GDP. 4 Clearly, undesired excess capacity has to be distinct from desired excess capacity that, in many microeconomic analyses, results from an intentional strategic behaviour of the firms. These analyses are very different in the spirit and they go, for example, from models where the capacity utilization adjusts to a "normal" level (see Bain [3] , Sylos Labini [4] , Steindl [5] ), to game theory models where the excess capacity hypothesis is connected to the strategic option by incumbent firms to fix a limit price that prevents the entry (see among others Spence [6] , Dixit [7] . 1 The extent of spare industrial spare capacity is only a partial and limited measure of slack in an economy, where in many countries the majority of employment and GDP is in the services and agricultural sectors. The notion of potential output is the whole economy analog of manufacturing capacity. 2 For instance, the average rate of capacity utilization for the US. zation of the production process that guarantees the complete elimination (or at least a significant reduction) of resource idleness. By adopting this framework, excess capacity can be unequivocally ascribed to weak demand signals (for example low level of purchase orders or low expected sales), instead of firm-specific technical inefficiencies. Nowadays ICT are often acknowledged as "special" technologies in the sense that they affect a multitude of sectors and economic activities. Increasingly strong, although not final, empirical evidence supports the idea that ICT are able to serve as general-purpose technologies (see Kretschmer [9] for an extensive review) 5 . Based on these arguments, in the present paper I will extend the above capacity utilization theory to an advanced market economy 6 where the bank system is assumed to entirely finance the purchase of funds (machines first of all) by firms, which re-pay year after year the debt by means of the proceeds from sales to customers. The analysis will lead me to define a non-conventional notion of competitive equilibrium compatible with the presence of undesired excess capacity. His first result is very far from the main conclusion of the economic literature on the matter. In fact market competition, by means of price flexibility, is ever viewed as being able to lead (more or less quickly) to an equilibrium with full capacity utilization, that is, to equality between demand and potential supply. For this reason the notion of undesired excess capacity had basical room in imperfect competition frameworks (monopoly or oligopoly), where there is a falling demand of checking decreasing costs 7 . This is true, for example, both for Keynesian (more or less bastards) and the post-Keynesian approach (see among others, Kalecky [13] , Halevi and Kriesler [14] , Hein et al. [15] ) where excess capacity (and involuntary unemployment) is connected to the role played by effective demand, and thus investment determins the short run rate of capacity utilization. While completely agreeing with the crucial role of the actual demand, I attempt to provide a more general theoretical result. I will do this just to show that undesired excess capacity could exist (and persist) also in a perfect competition framework, although it is redesigned significantly in the light of our capacity utilization theory. Moreover, the analysis allows to derive dual cost accounting expressions that are useful to determine the total cost of the undesired excess capacity, which appears "ex-post" in the economy because total revenues are not able to recover production costs. This is the second result of the paper and it opens the door to considerations on the role of money, under the form of credit, in the continuation of the economic process.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, I briefly discuss how production is (more or less explicitly) sketched in the traditional competitive framework and what this sketch implies in term of resources utilization. In Section 3, I show that recent observation of industries in advanced economies may allow to formulate new hypothesis for representation of the "productive fact". In Section 4, I present my ICT-based capacity utilization theory. In Section 5, I extend the framework of Section 4 to a stylized market economy, define a notion of equilibrium compatible with excess capacity, and present accounting expressions that are derivable from the new production framework. Section 6 concludes the potentiality of the framework in direction of evolutionary macroeconomics.
Production Theory and Equilibrium in the Traditional Competitive Framework
Although the modern theory of firms and markets is based on imperfect competition, asymmetric information, transaction costs, and notwithstanding the microeconomic textbooks today devote a smaller and smaller part to perfect competition, the concept of perfectly competitive equilibrium, that expresses an ideal state of affairs that cannot actually be realized, is the benchmark from which the most part of the microeconomic analyses has been departed. In fact a very large stream of the past century academic work has been devoted to understanding what happens in the market if one or more of the simplistic assumptions characterizing the perfect competition framework do not apply 8 . As it is well known these assumptions are 9 : 1) firms produce and sell a homogeneous product to the aim to maximize profits;
2) there are a large number of small firms; 3) firms are price takers; 4) there is free market entry and exit; 5) firms and consumers have perfect information. 5 The notion new technologies that influence the economy on a broad basis was first provided by Bresnahan and Trajtenberg [10] , who coined the phrase of general-purpose technologies (GPT's). Most positive evidence of ICT as GPT's was found for United States data, while it is more difficult to find evidence in Europe. 6 Further clarification on my assumption of generalized use of ICT in an advanced economy will be provided in Section 3 of this paper. 7 As it is well known we can ascribe to Sraffa ([11, 12] ) the definitive statement on the incompatibility of decreasing average total costs, connected to increasing returns, and perfect competition: the opportunity to exploit increasing returns by a firm implies a rise in its efficiency which may lead it to dominate the entire market, driving all others firms out of a given sector. 8 An example for all: Ken Arrow, that jointly to Debreau illustrated a perfectly competitive market economy with a fully complete set of markets to be Pareto efficient, devoted much of his work to analyze the market imperfections that made his representation inapplicable in the real world (see Turner [16] ). 9 These assumptions are shared by the two alternative concepts of perfectly competitive equilibrium existing in literature (see Donzelli [17] ): the instantaneous competitive equilibrium concept characterizing the so-called models à la Walras (see among the others, Walras [18, 19] ), Pareto [20, 21] ), Arrow-Debreu [22] ); and the neoclassical stationary equilibrium concept characterizing the so-called models à la Marshall (see among the others, Marshall [23] , Wicksell [24] , Pigou [25] .
Moreover, another crucial assumption characterizes (more or less explicitly) the perfect competition framework. The assumption concerns the "productive fact" underlying the market trade relationships. It is generally designed as a set of input-output relations selected from an array of feasible technologies, i.e. the production function, by a process of cost minimization with respect to market-determined prices. Production function is convex and it implies absence of indivisibility 10 and very high possibility of substituting the production elements at each moment and for each given scale of production. It is well known that if some kind of indivisibility is present, increasing returns exist and the production function is not convex. It implies there may not be equilibrium solutions that maximize profit at given prices (Arrow and Hahn [26] , Tani [27] ).
The essence of the neoclassical sketch of production can be expressed by the formula introduced by Wicksteed [28] :
where P is the product and a,b,c,… are the factors of production. As Georgescu-Roegen states "the prevailing silence about the nature of production was interrupted only by a few economists, who thought of providing the purely formal symbols of relation (1) with some epistemological significance" (Georgescu-Roegen [29] , p. 225). Some have suggested that all symbols represent quantities of the corresponding elements; in this case, considering for the sake of simplicity only two factors of productioncapital and labour-we can re-write (1):
where the capital letters represent proper quantum.
The relation (2) interprets each symbol of (1) as timeless quantum. Other economists have suggested interpreting instead the symbols of (1) as flow rates with respect to time. In this case the relation (1) takes the form
where q represents the quantity of product per time unit, t (e.g. the year), and k and l represent quantities of the services performed by the capital and labor during t. The relation (3) can be viewed as a functional, which is a function of all other functions (the inputs with respect to time). As Georgescu-Roegen pointed out (see [29] ), (3) is equivalent to (2) only if all processes are indifferent to scale. In this case, the function  is homogeneous of first degree and we have:
Clearly it is for 1 q Q t   . In other terms, the equivalence between (3) and (2) involves that q is a steady state process, which, with the convenient assumption of all-over continuity, remains always identical to itself. This means that all intensities with respect to time are constant for all elements involved and the functions-argument may therefore be replaced by the corresponding rates, that is, by numbers. "For instance the intensity of the service of ten workers is just ten workers". In this way the functional degenerates into a simple point function (see Georgescu-Roegen [29] ). Equation (4) involves that the factors of production are continuously and completely utilized, without idleness and waste. As a result the production activity runs at maximum capacity.
However, there are many reasons why, at least in the short term, the production activity may not take place at the maximum capacity. Given the capital endowment, this can be done only by using a quantity of labour smaller than the amount of labour necessary for the maximum output rate, that is, L L   . In this case the quantity of product per time unit is given by:
this is so because  is not a first degree homogeneous function: differently from (4), the production elements are not utilized in a continuous and complete way. In this case there is no equivalence between (2) and (3). Therefore, in order to be consistently interpreted, the formula (2) should always refer to production activity running at maximum capacity. As a result, price movements guarantee (more or less instantaneously) 11 compatibility between output and market demand, according to a mechanism similar to the Say's law. In other terms, in the traditional competitive framework, persistent excess capacity cannot have room. We observe that the price signal is assumed to be the only market information that is considered truly relevant to determine the equilibrium. The demand signal plays no real role.
New Insights from Recent Observation of Industries
Recent observation of industries could help to formulate 11 In the models à la Marshall, where time structure-absent in models á la Walras-has a central role, at least in the short period, firms' expectations may be not fulfilled and their plans of sale disappointed. By the way in the long period firms can enter into or exit from the market so to bring the stocks of goods that are available to equal the market demand (see Kurtz and Salvadori [30] , Donzelli [17] , Amendola and Gaffard [31] ).
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A. PANNONE 736 new hypothesis for an alternative production theory. Manufacturing in advanced economies suggests that production decisions are increasingly oriented by demand signals (such as purchase orders, or expected sales). In fact empirical evidence shows as most goods and services in the nonfarm business sector of the Western economies are sold to "regular customers" with whom sellers have an ongoing relationship (see Blinder's survey [32] ) 12 . Price adjustments are relatively infrequent and fixed price contract common 13 . This is also for not to disturb continuing customer relations. Unexpected price changes in the terms of implicit contracts may antagonize customers and diminish the firm's reputation even in Internet-based selling contexts 14 , although these markets are very flexible and competitive. This is because with reduced search and switching costs for the consumer in e-commerce, firms may lose more of their customers when they violate consumer expectations (see Bergen et al. [38] , Kauffman and Lee [39] ). Moreover, Internet enables sellers to quickly monitor and react in real time to their competitors' price cuts, and often creates an environment for firms to engage in tacit collusion (see Arbatskaya and Baye [40] ). In this picture price is, at least partially, deprived of the role of exclusive point of reference for production decisions, which instead it assumes in the framework of Section 2. Consistently, one can see demand-driven production systems based on ICT, like ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning), SCM (Supply Chain Management), and MRP (Manufacturing Resource Planning), to be very common in industries like electronics, automotive, pharmaceutical, and aerospace. These systems, in virtue of superior ability to use machines in modular way and to coordinate different operative tasks, make it possible to eliminate the idle periods from the entire supply chain, reduce stockpiling and warehousing, and permit a more timely and accurate response to demand signals (see Milgrom and Roberts [41] , Morroni [42] , Marini and Pannone [8] , Pannone [43] ). In this industries production of goods does resemble production of services that arises only after the demand turns up and for that it requests high adaptability in assigning facilities. Clearly, the above industries are furthest ahead, because they either have short product lifecycles or rely on just-in-time manufacturing 15 . However makers of discrete goods-apparel, furniture, and other style-oriented products-as well as grocery and other mass-market retailers are even more looking at these systems. In this direction is crucial the role of Internet to accomplish the lean supply chain and facilitate the extraction of realtime data which can then be used as input to analytic models for customer behaviour (see Bruun and Mefford [44] , Varian [45] ).
Finally we observe that ICT, under form of computers, internet, geographical information systems, mobile phones, as well as traditional media such as radio or TV, are increasingly widespread also in the global system of agriculture that today, because population growth, globalization, and urbanization, is very much driven by the demand side. Improvements-that stem from information about pest and disease control, new varieties, new ways to optimise production and regulations for quality control-permit to enhance agricultural production and calm prices.
In conclusion, in advanced economies adoption of ICT is ever more determining a shift from a product-centered approach (characterizing, for example, the Fordist manufacturing production)-where the customer buys whatever the firm decides to produce and bring to the market-to a customer-centered approach-where the firm produces and bring to the market exactly what the customer wishes to buy and when she(he) wishes to buy.
An ICT-Based Capacity Utilization Theory
In the light of the above insights I propose an ICT-based capacity utilization theory where quantity signals, reflected by costumer orders and/or expected sales, play a central role in production decisions. Moreover indivisibilities and complementarities among production elements are fully integrated in the framework. A primordial version of this theory is in Marini and Pannone [8] , which may be consulted. In this section I present a more compact version.
The General Assumptions
We assume that a one-stage production process provides 12 Blinder et al. ([32] ) have conducted a large survey of firms' pricing practices. This survey sought quantitative information about the frequency of price adjustment, and qualitative information about the costs of price adjustment. 13 It is now a well-established stylized fact that most consumer prices remain unchanged for periods that can last several months (e.g. see Bils and Klenow [33] , Dhyne et al. [34] , Wolman [35] , Nakamura and Steinsson, [36] , among many others). 14 For Internet-based selling context we mean a "set of technological, organizational and managerial capabilities that permit a firm's prices to be accessible to consumers and businesses via Web sites that sell information, goods and services, and are associated with electronic commerce" (see Kauffman and Wood [37] ). 15 In production without ICT, like that has characterized industrial production based on the factory system with rigid automation technology (e.g. the car industry up to the '90s), firms could adjust actual production to orders received only by varying the time at which they employ their machinery. Frequent adjustments can lead to institutional and organizational problems. Moreover production generates large batches that need a stable intensity of demand for final products (see [1] ), without which firms incur in undesired inventories accumulation. Nowadays is in general well equipped with ICT infrastructure. However, the availability of Internet access and the adoption of basic ICT applications still vary across size-classes. Sophisticated computer networks and broadband connections are more common in larger firms.
a commodity using two production elements, "capital" and "labour". Following Georgecu-Roegen ( [29, 46, 47] ) the production elements are thought as funds 16 . The concept of fund identifies an element that enters and leaves the process, providing certain services over a certain period of time. It is therefore never physically incorporated in the product 17 . As a result the utilization of each fund is characterized by a specific time profile, with some possible idle times.
In this picture I assume: 1) "capital" (machines) incorporates ICT software that allows to encapsulate the functionality of each unit in relatively independent modules (subunits). Each module is separately usable to perform one elementary process, that is, the production process of a unit of commodity. We call this feature of capital technical divisibility. It implies high adaptability to variation in produced quantity. However, firms cannot buy less than one unit of capital: we call this feature economic indivisibility (see Morroni [42] ). On the other side worker, the unit of the fund "labour", is characterized by both technical and economic indivisibility in that it can only be in one place at one time. Economic indivisibility of capital and labour implies no (or very low) possibility of substituting the production elements.
2) Production decisions mainly depend on the existence of a demand signals, reflected by customer orders and/or expected sales; if this signals lack or are weak then the production process does not start or production runs below the maximum capacity. Presence of ICT software permits to manage just in time the signals from the market.
The Equations
Let us assume that the observation period of production is the working year T. It is defined as product by the duration of the working day fixed by contract, expressed in hours, and the number of working days in a year.
For simplicity we assume also that the elementary process (i.e. the production process of a unit of commodity) requires no more than one subunit of capital (that is an independent module of a capital unit, see above) and one unit of labour (worker). And let K t and L t be, respectively, their absorption times in the elementary process. They refer to optimal operation conditions from an engineering point of view and are expressed as fractions of T
18
. Technical inefficiency, under form of idleness, could derive by the fact that a unit of capital and a worker have different absorption times and different activation scales of elementary processes. Hence a unit could be forced to wait for the other before to be re-usable. This would determine time waste. How to solve the problem?
Posing T = 1, the minimum efficiency scale of production, that is, the minimum number of elementary processes that permits the elimination of idleness in production is given by:
where   lcm  is the least common multiple; k is number of subunits that compose a capital unit: it corresponds by hypothesis to the number of elementary processes contemporaneously activable by that unit. In (7) K k t represents the productivity of capital, that is, the number of elementary processes activable by a capital unit during
represents the productivity of labour, that is, that is, the number of elementary processes activable by a worker during L t . Equation (7) says that elementary processes are continuously activated without time waste. This is possible since each subunit (and then each elementary process) can be activated independently on the others and thus it can be used also if the others are already performing their task 19 .
We can obtain other possible efficient levels of activeity simply by multiplying (7) by a scalar (integer):
Moreover, posing for sake of simplicity h = 1, it is also 18 Let T, the working year equal to 300 working days per year. We also assume that the average duration of the working day is 8 hours. Hence T is equal to 300 × 8= 2400 hours. 19 Marini and Pannone in [8] have showed that q * is smaller than or equal to the minimum efficiency scale of a continuous production process without ICT as determined by means of the original fund-flow model. 16 For a presentation of the "fund-flow" model see also Tani [27] . Interesting theoretical developments can be found in Scazzieri [48] and in Piacentini [49] . 17 However, some production elements enter the process and are then "incorporated" in the product (e.g. the energy). Georgescu-Roegen defines them as flows. For sake of simplicity we do not consider them in our analysis.
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represents the minimum producible batch that defines the technical constraint to the activation of the elementary processes; z is a scalar that represents the maximum activation scale of the elementary processes according to the technological constraint 20 . Moreover other useful relations can be obtained:
where K is the capital endowment, that is, the number of available units of capital. From (10) it is:
Substituting (10bis) in (9):
where K k  represents the number of available subunits of capital.
It is also true:
where L is the workers necessary to perform production. From which we easily have:
Given Equations (8) and (9) we can represent all the production levels of a generic firm:
where m is a scalar that expresses the actual activation scale of the production process. We note that (14) allows to represent also levels of capacity utilization different from the maximum one. For the sake of simplicity, in the following of our work we assume that m is a positive real number and then we consider all function of m as linear continuous functions. Clearly if the sign of equality prevails (9) is equal to (14) and .
max To determine the value of m we have to solve the firm's production problem. Before of that we have to determine the firm's production cost that consists of the expenditure incurred in the use of the funds (capital and labor).
We assume that capital units take time to be operative in production. The capital units operative at the present production period were purchased by the firm in the preceding production period and paid by recurring to bank credit. The financing covered the whole purchase value of the capital units. Current capital expenditure is assessed by means of a rental rate paid for the utilization of a capital unit within the reference production period. Such a cost is fixed by contract and it is expressed by means of a financial mathematical formula as (see Piacentini [49] ):
where K p is the purchase price of a capital unit owned from the firm; r is the rate of interest relative to the reference production period and l is the technical duration of the capital.
In case of infinite technical duration of the capital (15) becomes
Therefore  is a cost connected to an intertemporal commitment of the firm, that is, a(n ex-ante) sunk cost.
Labour expenditure is assessed by means of the wage of a worker established by contract. At the beginning we assume that the workers amount varies to vary of the production activity. As a result labour expenditure changes in a proportional way with the production level, given fixed coefficients of use 21 . The total costs of a firm can be expressed by:
In (16) w is the annual nominal wage rate of a worker and is the number of workers necessary to production. The latter can be expressed in the following:
Equation (17) says that the number of workers necessary to production depends exclusively on the actual activation scale of the elementary processes, given the labour productivity. Substituting in (16):
where we assume that
and p is the price of commodity.
In the light of (16bis) the production problem of the firm is:
where we assume p as a given.
The constraints of the problem (18) are
where d are the customer orders of the firm. The mean of (18b) should be clear: the actual production flow of a firm cannot overcome its customer orders. The sign of parity in (18b) implies that the firm is satisfying completely its orders 22 . The solution of (18) is:
In other term the solution of (18) is the minimum between the output capacity of the firm and the amount requested for its product; (19) says that profit maximization in may imply underutilization of the firm's capital endowment. This happens when the demand level (purchase orders) is not sufficiently high respect to the capacity output.
We note that since in our model the marginal cost is constant and equal to the average variable cost, the short period supply curve of the firm is horizontal up to the limit of the available production capacity, , at a price equal to marginal cost max q L w t  , and then it becomes vertical.
Finally we can define excess capacity of firm:
We observe that excess capacity is unequivocally attributable to low level of purchase orders (see (19) . We observe that this kind of excess capacity is "undesired" since it occurs despite the optimum choice of the firm. Moreover, we can see that (20) implies underutilization of capital. In fact from (10bis) it is:
represents the number of capital units actually used. This number is rounded off to the nearest higher integer.
From (21) and (22) we can obtain a measure of capital underutilization and then, taking into account (20) , the relation between capital underutilization and excess capacity:
Finally, we could extend the capacity utilization model to the case of multi-production, assuming that it is possible to produce N commodities using s funds: s − 1 items of capital, and labour. Some (but not all of the) items of capital are shareable (common funds) in the sense that they are able to perform the same or different stages of different production processes with specific usage time. Hence, because of technical divisibility of the capital goods now it is possible to use up the potentialities of the shareable funds to activate jointly different types of elementary processes. We note that by means of the absorption coefficients of the funds in the different processes,
we can identify the quotas of the shareable (and of the no shareable) items of capital which are actually utilized from each product (see (22) ). This is so because, compared with the traditional technical coefficient, the absorption coefficients give additional information regarding the effective utilization time of the requested amount of each fund in the elementary process. In this case the production problem of a firm can be represented as a typical problem of linear programming: it consists in determining the set of activation scales of the productions capable of maximizing the profit. The constraints are the same of the case of the single product, but now they refer to the level of demand of each commodity and the endowment of each fund type 23 .
Capacity Utilization and Macroeconomic Equilibrium
In this section I extend the above framework to a stylized market economy. I refer to a closed economy that produces only one commodity in steady state with no inflation, where all firms use ICT, and therefore they use the productive capacity according to the model presented in Section 4. The working of the whole economy is viewed as a circular sequence of actions that involves three kinds of agents: banks, which lend the money to firms to purchase capital and pay wages; firms, which borrowing money and take production decisions; customers, that is, workers and firms, which make the money back, respectively, under the form of expenditures for consumption and investment 24 . During the production period (working year) firms sell the output to customers (to workers, as consumption goods, and to firms, as investment goods 25 ). With the proceeds of the sales, at the end of the production period, firms pay to the banking system the rental cost of capital (see Equation (15) and (15bis)) as well as they reimburse the money anticipated for wages. For sake of simplicity, we assume that money for wages is credited by banks at zero interest rate; this is because firms can re-pay money for wages completely, in the same production period. Indeed, in Section 4 we assumed that 1) firms employ workers only after receiving demand signals; 2) the commodity price major than or equal to the variable cost (labour cost).
Microfoundation
To generalize our conclusion we try to stay as close as possible to the spirit of competitive economics. Necessarily, some of the assumptions of the traditional competitive setting have to be revised just in the light of our production theory. The first problem consists of trying to reconcile the presence of ICT, which could imply some type of product customization (see Section 3), with the familiar assumption of homogeneous firms that characterizes the traditional competitive framework (see assumption suba) in Section 2).
In general terms "customization of the product" involves adding features to the product that the customers value. Customization by means of ICT could range from simple "adaptation" of delivered product by customers themselves, up to the total customization of production sale, design, fabrication, assembly and delivery (see Al-Shammari [54] ). Therefore, as not to betray too much the firm homogeneity assumption, we limit to set the customization process of the product as a sort of cosmetic customization (see Gilmore and Pine [55] , Al-Shammari [54] ) where a standard product is presented differently to different customers. The cosmetic approach is appropriate when customers use a product the same way and differ only in how they want it presented. Rather than being customized or customizable, the standard offering is packaged specially for each customer. For example, the product may be displayed differently, its attributes and benefits advertised in different ways, or the customer's name may be placed on each item (see Gilmore and Pine [55] ) 26 . This approach may help us to reconcile the idea of customization with the hypothesis of competitive market that asks for firms substantially identical. Along this direction we resort to the idea that the global market is divided up in as many virtual micro-markets as there are firms, n. The single virtual micro-market is composed only by the customers of the individual firm. They are the fraction of the global market consumers that addresses the orders to it. In other terms, a generic consumer of the global market becomes a customer of a given firm only after sending the order to it. The customization activity starts after the orders and ends with the phase of sales. Since the firms of the market produce a standardized physical product, we can admit that the total orders of customer are distributed fairly among them. Hence is
where D are the total orders that we assume to be, for sake of simplicity, an decreasing linear function of the price 27 . Our second problem concerns the price taking assumption. Also I assume that the market price is given for the single firm. However, my interpretation of the price taker behaviour of a firm is a bit different from the traditional perfect competition model. First we assume that the single firm produce at capacity. In this case, clearly, firm has no convenience to low the price; on an- 26 For instance a cell phone company might market their phone to teenagers by saying that it is perfect for instant messaging with their friends while market the same phone to professionals by saying that it is great for downloading business files. Although the cell phone company is only producing one type of phone, by marketing it in different ways it is attempting to personalize the phone to different groups of people, and this is thought of as a form of customization. 27 We observe that if the demand signal were provided from the expected sales, rather than customer orders, we shall refrain from referring explicitly to short-term expectations and express the problem of production in terms of values realized. The reason for this is that, like Keynes, we believe that in the short term there is an overlap between expected and achieved results, and any distinction between ex-ante and ex-post is thus extremely dubious (see Keynes [56] , pp. 208-209). In other words, even if production anticipates demand, it is as if demand generates signals that cause a continual change in the short-term expectations and thus in production, which comes to be seen as determined by the demand itself, just as in the Keynesian framework. 24 The adoption of this perspective leads our approach near to the spirit of the so-called monetary circuit theory (see, among the others, Graziani [52, 53] . 25 Clearly, we are assuming that expenditures for investment at the present period translate into capital and capacity variation of firms in the period after (see above section).
Open Access ME A. PANNONE 741 other hand if it increases the price the others would follow it. As a result new firms would enter into the market, attracted by higher profits. This would increase the number of firms on the market lowering the level of orders for each of them (less total orders for more firms). At the limit of this process the orders of each firm would tend to zero bringing the system to the point of collapse. As a result no firm has any convenience to increase the price.
After this, let us analyze the price behaviour if firm underutilizes capacity. Given the assumption of symmetric orders, also the other firms are underutilizing their capacity. If a firm tries to low the price to increase the flow of orders that accrues to it (that is, its virtual micro-market) by spiriting it away from (the virtual micro-markets of) its competitors, they will conform instantaneously to its decision thwarting its action. As a result a firm has no convenience to lower the price. On another hand, if a firm tries to rise the price to increase the selling value then the competitors could attract its customers and increase (reduce) the (under) utilization of their capacity by holding their prices unchanged. In this condition, a firm has no incentive to increase the price.
In this second case, as well as in the case of full utilization of capacity described above, we want to underlie the conjectural nature of our argument. Indeed the actual demand (orders) of the single firm, d, that is perfectly flat (since the single firm has no power on the price), is different from as it is represented in its choice set. The latter is elastic for price increases and rigid for price decreases. To such a conjectural (and not actual) demand, it corresponds a discontinuous conjectural marginal revenue function that produces a wide range of unresponsiveness -for what concerns price decision-to changes in capacity utilization. We observe that this point of view reverberates, in some way, the sound of the "kinked demand" frame (see Hall and Hitch [57] , Sweezy [58] ), originally aimed at explaining the rigidity of price in imperfectly competitive markets. The opportunity to transpose the conjectural aspects of this frame into our competitive setting depends on the fact that we subdivide the global market in virtually distinct markets even though equal in size, product and price (see above). As an effect firms may experience some form of competitive interaction since each of them must take care of its rivals behaviour. For this reason a single firm is deterred from undercutting or raising price by the knowledge (or by the belief of knowing) that its competitors can respond. Under this light, the kinked demand frame may be thought of as a theory about how tacit collusion works can work in an environment with an unlimited numbers of homogeneous firms, perfect information and free entry, instead of a theory of price rigidity in an oligopolistic market. In conclusion, according to the adopted perspective, the actual marginal revenue has no more direct relevance for the firm unless very large excess capacity occurs. Given the price, firm maximizes profits simply determining the quantities in response to customer orders. However, as we will see at the end of Section 5.3, the price behaviour could change in presence of a very large fall in the global demand that brings the economy to the point of collapse.
Our last problem concerns the assumption of absence of barriers to entry. How this assumption could be reconciled with our framework, which implies the presence of intertemporal commitments associated to the cost of capital (ex-ante sunk cost, see above Section 4 Equations (15) and (15bis))? The strategy literature on commitment has recently argued that irreversible actions like investments can influence the play of other actors in way beneficial to players able to commit (see Besanko et al. [59] , cap. 7). Along this line, the model of two stage game of Cabral and Ross [60] shows as the sunkness of entry costs can rend unprofitable the incumbent's predation strategy and allow to the entrant to stay in the market.
If an entrant, who would otherwise anticipate an aggressive response by the incumbent (in an effort to chase the entrant from the market), can commit itself irreversibly to that entry, it can defeat the purpose of the incumbent's retaliation. In this view, high levels of sunk investment may actually facilitate entry if they serve to commit entrants to staying in the market and thereby
induce the incumbent to adopt a more accommodating strategy (see Cabral and Ross [60] , p. 99).
Coming back to our competitive framework we assume that firms are small and have identical technology. Hence, both entrant and incumbent firms face the same sunk costs, which are evaluated as "high enough" by each entrant since higher sunk costs do not exist. As we saw, these sunk costs can serve to commit entrants to staying in the market. In this case incumbent firms fail to prevent entry strategies. In sum, along this perspective, the existence of sunk costs is not in contrast to the assumption of absence of barriers to entry that our competitive framework calls for.
The Aggregate Supply Curve
Referring to Equation (14) in Section 4.2, we can express the aggregate production level as: 
In the same way, also the other relations described in that section could be extended at aggregate level. However, with reference to the production problem in (18) , another constraint should be added to (18a) and (18b):
where L is the labour supply that we assume to be Open Access ME
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given. Equation (25) means that the demand for labour of all the firms is constrained by the labour supply. The sign of equality implies that the economy is utilizing all the available labour 28 . Hence in our model, as a well in Keynes (see Keynes [56] , p. 260), the volume of employment is essentially determined by the effective demand. Therefore, wage flexibility does not need if unemployment exists the labour market does not clear. We observe that our conclusion would be compatible with whatever wage setting model since nominal and real wage have no direct effect on the demand for labour and hence on the employment.
In sum the supply curve of the market (that is the sum of the supply curves of all firms) is horizontal up to the limit of the available production capacity, , at a price equal to marginal and then it becomes vertical (see Figure 1) . max 
Q
This involves that, up to the limit of the overall capacity of the system, the level of demand is ever equal to the level of production and hence it has no effect on the price.
However, beyond the limit of the overall capacity of the market, the price of the commodity grows in proportion to the excess of demand over the level of maximum potential production, like in a market à la Walras.
The Equilibrium
How is the market price determined?
First we assume that the total productive capacity of the economy, , matches perfectly the aggregate demand D (see Figure 1) . In the intersection point it is where, remembering (16bis) and (11),
is the minimum unitary cost; in (26) , for simplicity of notation, we posed K n K   , the demand level falls under capacity as an effect of an exogenous shock (demand schedule moves toward  in Figure 1 ). Since firms produce on orders (see Section 4), each firm should reduce the level of utilization of capacity and capital proportionally to the fall of the total orders, without changing the price (see above). Clearly, the point   * , ATC Q in Figure 1 represents the new equilibrium of the economy. In this point there is excess capacity and unemployment, because firms do not use the whole labour supply. As a result the actual unitary cost, that I will indicate by ATC (see Section 5.4), is greater than the minimum one, and hence the price. Therefore in the new equilibrium point each firm incur losses. Despite it firms, at least in the short period, continue to stay on the market because of their intertemporal commitments (see Section 5.1). The way to survive will be analysed in Section 5.4 and even further in Section 6.
We observe that the notion of "equilibrium with excess capacity" implied by our analysis is very different from the disequilibrium notion that occurs because "something" (for instance price rigidity) hampers production to be sold. Instead we intend equilibrium with excess capacity as a status in which potential production is different from the actual demand. Therefore this notion refers to a disharmony between stock and flows rather than between flows. In fact within this benchmark there is always equality between supply and demand on the commodity market. Firms fit the incoming demand but do not use all their available capacity. Excess capacity (and capital) cannot be eliminated from the price flexibility since ra- 28 At aggregate level we assume that there is always an activation scale of the elementary processes that satisfies simultaneously the sign of parity in (18a), (18b) and (25) . In this way we may exclude the possibility of technological unemployment (unemployment caused by a level of capital insufficient to absorb the overall labour supply present in the system). Also we overlook the existence of frictional unemployment (unemployment that depends on the strength of intersectoral shocks and on the mobility of labour and capital). 29 Since the economy produces only one commodity, to avoid circular logic we assume that the price of a capital unit at the present period (that is K p in Equation (15) and (15bis)) is equal to the commodity price in the preceding period. This assumption is consistent with the idea that capital goods are produced (and purchased) in the preceding period and take time to be operative in production (see Section 4 and note 25).
Open Access ME A. PANNONE 743 tional firms have not convenience to move the price. However the price behaviour could change in presence of a very large fall in the global demand that determines a wide involuntary unemployment and, in turn, a generalized reduction of money wage 30 and minimum average cost (see Equation (26)). In this case price would adjust to match the new lower level of * ATC . As a result we have:
The sign of derivative says that the real wage decreases as money wage and price decrease. In other terms, price decreases less than proportionally to wage. It depends on the structure of costs that incorporates the total rental cost of capital.
While the decrease of real wage has no direct effect on the demand for labour (see Equation (17)), it may determine • a slump in workers' expenditure and in the global demand (demand schedule in Figure 1 moves toward left) 31 ;
 a further reduction in the output and unemployment; • a larger increase in the actual average cost.
In this context firms could break the collusive interaction and give rise to a price war.
"Price collusion is more difficult to be sustained in declining markets, where tomorrow's profits (with or without retaliation) will be small anyway-in the limiting case where the market is on the verge of collapsing, there is almost no 'future' and therefore no possibility to induce firms to stick to a collusive conduct" (see Ivaldi et al. [62] , p. 27).
This war could push the price well below the average minimum cost and also much lower than the average effective cost of the firms. At this time it is clear that a sizeable restructuring of the market will involve losses, dead and blessed. The extreme limit of this process is a situation of monopoly or of oligopolistic trust that globally determines the price, confronting to the whole demand schedule. For a more accurate description of this process see Marini and Pannone [8] . In this case the equilibrium price would be:
where  is an "desired" profit rate that we define as a profit rate that guarantees revenues greater than costs. We note that Equation (28) 
where k x are the unit fixed costs, x the normal level of utilization of productive capacity 32 , v the variable costs and s is the minimum profit rate, instead of the equivalent wellknown Sylos' formula:
where q is the mark-up on variable costs, adopted by Modigliani and other neo-Keynesian authors 33 . In this new context, a fall of total demand that determines undesired excess capacity and increase of actual average cost could be:
• ignored by leader firms since revenues greater the minimum average cost cover the higher average cost; • countered by leader firms with a price reduction (and hence a reduction of the desired profit rate) till to restore equilibrium. These considerations lead us to formulate a more general expression of the equilibrium price valid for all setting (perfect competition and monopoly/oligopoly), as well as, for each utilization level of capacity (maximum and below the maximum)
Clearly 0   in perfect competition while 0   in monopoly/oligopoly 34 . 30 This assumption could be derived by the original Phillips relationships [61] . It should be:
Undesired Excess Capacity and "Ex-Post" Sunk Cost
The competitive equilibrium with undesired capacity m z  is the unemployment rate (see Equation (25)). 31 As it is well known, the contractionary effect of wage reductions is a standard result in Kaleckian models of imperfect competition. 32 In (28), for sake of simplicity, the normal level of utilization of capacity coincides with the full utilization. 33 Equation (29) is more precise than (30) in presence of a change of the utilization level of capital (see Sylos Labini [4] ). 34 Clearly 0   in oligopolistic setting implies that: a) leader firms charge price equal to average costs to compensate the initial fall of demand; b) incumbent firms keep down the price to counter the threat of entry of new comers (see Baumol et al. [63] , Cabral and Ross [60] ).
In (33) the component
and hence ATC, varies inversely to vary of the activation scale till to the limit of capacity. Clearly at the limit of capacity it is ATC ATC   . That is a form of short-run returns to the operation of the capital, not returns to scale and not increasing marginal productivity. This means that, in our framework, average decreasing cost and constant marginal cost (see above) are compatible with a competitive setting.
We observe that,
is the "ex-post" sunk cost associated to the presence of excess capacity in the economy. It derives from the fact that the total revenue from sales does not cover the total production cost. Moreover, remembering (23), it is also
In other terms, in our perfectly competitive setting the ex-post sunk cost coincides with the total cost of the unused capital 35 . From (23) it is also:
where from (26) we know that


t K k
is the minimum cost of a capital unit. We observe that the ex-post sunk cost can be accounted just because we think the production elements (machines first of all) as funds and evaluate them by means of the rental rate paid for their utilization. The very nature of funds, which must be in the availability of the manager of the production process, but whose intensity of application may differ according to the continuity of their use, imply that unit costs depend crucially on the "saturation" of a potential productivity over the production period (see Piacentini [49] ), while the cash flow required for their availability has to be however paid at the beginning of the production period. We observe that to account undesired excess capacity would not be possible adopting the more traditional notions of input and opportunity cost. This is so because the opportunity cost of excess resources that have no alternative use would be zero.
In presence of ex-post sunk cost, money, under form of new credit, is called to play a crucial role for the continuation of the economic process. This is so because ex-post sunk cost implies, at a systemic level, non consistency between initial finance, that is the credit-money necessary to start the production process of firms, and final finance, that is the liquidity flows that come back to them in the form of expenditures of wage-earners and firms (investment). In other terms firms are not able to refund, at the end of the production period, their debt with the banking system, which financed the capital purchases in the preceding production period (see Section 4.2) 36 . To reimburse the credit loan, so closing the monetary circuit, several possibilities are opened: for example one could assume that a firm uses own assets and liabilities to generate the necessary cash flow. Another possibility is that the firms get all the funds by issuing securities-that are bought by workers that (if any) have active cash balances-and use this money for reimbursing the banks. Lenders obtain a security interest in the property of the firms as stipulated by a contract. Any asset acceptable to the lenders can secure general loans. Mixed solutions between internal and external cash flow are the rule in the real world. In other terms money permits firms to continue to stay in the game rather than 35 Clearly, (34) represents ex-post sunk cost also in an oligopolistic setting if in (31) . On the contrary, if , the total cost o 0   0   f the unused capital may be covered by "over normal" profit. In this case this cost would not be sunk, but its presence would imply in any case reduction of actual profits. 36 Clearly, in our approach the role of credit in presence of sunk cost is crucial whatever is the market setting (perfect competition and monopoly/oligopoly). In a different way, in neoclassical equilibrium models ex-post sunk costs are always null and money is "neutral" (see Hayek [64, 65] 
Concluding Remarks: Toward Evolutionary Macroeconomics
The notion of equilibrium with undesired excess capacity (and capital), as it emerges from the analysis of this paper, may have a paramount importance to tackle dynamic issues. Because excess capacity, if any, could establish an indissoluble link between successive time periods contributing to re-orient the firms' expectations and their investment decisions, it is essential, from the analytical point of view, to outline a sequential process of change (see Amendola and Gaffard [66] , p. 45). In fact, since excess capacity is not eliminable by the market price mechanism, possible ex post sunk costs are transferred from period to period in absence of a change in the firms' investment behaviour. However, at a given period the purchase of securities issued by firms to cover the ex-post sunk cost (see Section 5.4) could fall and the cash necessary to finance the credit loan could be rationed. In fact over time holders of illiquid assets could attempt to sell them in return for liquidity. This is particularly true when a risk adversion phase substitutes an euphoria phase on the assets market (see Minsky [67] ). In this case firms, in order to avoid the bankruptcy, may be compelled to revise their investment routine in advance to eliminate the capacity distortion. Since investment decisions are taken on expectation of demand, it implies to revise the expectation model correcting the expected value of the final demand, whatever determined, in the light of the current capital excess. Clearly, capital excess, and then not-fulfil expectations, for one or more periods are not necessary to imply a change in the way by which these expectations are formed (see Lindhal [68] , Hahn [69] ). However, if nonfulfilment persisting firms have to change both expectation model and investment behaviour since they realize that the existing productive option does not fit well as in the past the needs of customers. In this context, two kinds of reaction could be imagined to correct undesired excess capacity: 1) firms slow down the pace of investment so to harmonize again the rate of increases in capacity and the expansion rate of the final demand. However, in this case the business cycle would undergo one or more periods of contraction/recession during which new unbalances and sizable market restructuration could occur (see end of Section 5.3).
2) firms use internal and/or external cash (if any) in part for reimbursing the central bank and in part for undertaking an innovative strategy. For instance, firms could create new lines of activity/products/sectors by building new specific capital goods that establish new types of complementarity with the existing capital. The introduction of new productive options could stimulate new types of demand that are able to exploit the existent capacity excess till to saturation (see Penrose [70] , Teece [71] ). Moreover, new commodities could also arise from the fact that firms gradually learn to use "re-combining" excess capital and human capital in new ways in order to generate new knowledge (see Weitzman [72] , Antonelli et al. [73] ); this is also due to the possible contribution of knowledge external to the firms (universities, public research, etc. However, wide-spread innovation could trigger a sequence of new unexpected unbalances. As you can see, for example, the increasing diffusion of ICT in the US economy, if on the one hand has determined a progressive growth of productivity and productive capacity (see Brynjolfsson and Saunders [74] ), on the other hand it has also led to business-process reorganization involving a wide expansion of the flexible working practice. In particular, temporary employments, outsourcing of non-core functions previously handled in-house (Espino-Rodriguez and Padron-Robaina, [75] , Farrell, [76] ) and the inter-related development of the phenomenon of globalization of production, have weakened the bargaining power of the trade unions and altered the balance of power between firms and workers, with a consequent pressure on real wage and huge redistributive effects 37 . In this scenario, inevitably, even high-skilled workers have not been preserved from the reduction of the purchasing power 38 . As a result, in the period 1997-2006, the distribution of income in US started to shift systematically in favour of the richest quintile of the population and the 37 In the period 2000-2006 the wage growth of workers at all but the very highest levels of skill and education has been equally poor. Slow real wage growth reflects strong profit growth (see Lawrence [77] ). 38 In fact whereas earlier trade pressures affected only unskilled workers trade now puts downward pressures on the earnings of workers of all kinds because of the increased ability to offshore services electronically A second reason is connected to the increased ability to offshore manufacturing. There is certainly evidence that US multinational firms have been expanding their employment shares in their foreign affiliates (see Lawrence [77] On the other hand the necessity to sustain consumer demand and restraint of the divorce between potential output growth rate and the final demand 39 have been faced by allowing households to get indebted beyond any reasonable limit. To reach this aim new financial vehicles have been created.
Both phenomena have provided the spark for the explosion of the financial crisis in 2007-2008 and the world Great Recession that yet works.
In sum, aims to eliminate (or reduce) undesired excess capacity and restore (get closer to) equilibrium firms are "doomed" to change their investment behaviour. The information relative to the level and the structure of excess capital accumulated because of past investment decisions could be a useful starting point in formulating "evolutionary hypotheses" which is functional to decisions for changing their investment routines in the light of revised expectations models. It establishes, in virtue of the time-consuming nature of these actions, an indissoluble causal link either temporal, between successive time periods, or logical, connecting indissolubly short and long period 40 . However, since this action takes time, their effects can be evaluated only with delay. This could determine mistaken expectations, as well as a multitude of inconsistent planes, and more unbalances. More unbalances, in turn, could generate new credit necessities and pose new constraints to short period decisions, in a continuous sequence of constraints-decisions-constraints (see Amendola and Gaffard [66] ). In other terms unbalances could be, at the same time, the point of starting and/or end of economic dynamics, opening the way for further changes. Endogenous and a priori non-predictable events are likely to be encountered along this process. It prevents us to resort to optimising theory, we study the problem of efficiently utilising a given productive capacity, we study the dynamic behaviour of the economy. In other terms, when dynamic phenomena appear, "the previously existing productive structure is disturbed, its way of functioning is affected, its harmony over time, assured in the previous equilibrium state, is perturbed" (Amendola and Gaffard [79] ). Rather, numerical simulations may be the best way to carry out the task 41 .
In conclusion, the persistence of excess capacity re-proposes the actuality of a vision of a market economy evolving only through irregular fluctuations and unbalances as well known to Schumpeter, and after him to Hicks, Samuelson, Tinbergen, Kalecky, Goodwin and others, who tried to address the topic into mathematical constructs. As it is well known, this vision is very far from mainstream modern macroeconomics, which interprets economic fluctuations as orderly dynamics 42 , where the plans of the economic agents are fully compatible over time and excess capacity is always null 43 . However, as put in Punzo ([88] ), the task to undertake an alternative way was overly ambitious for those times and the mathematics at hand and the Schumpeterian vision got lost in the process of formalization. Today, by means of recent developments in computer software, the time is mature in order to undertake that road newly and attempt to unify the analysis of macro topics such as cycles, growth, technological innovation, equilibrium and disequilibrium, and the role of money. Although, I am aware that this task is formidable I think that the notion of equilibrium with undesired excess capacity proposed in this paper could be useful to build formal framework 41 Amendola and Gaffard have recently adopted a "neo-Austrian" model to simulate "out of equilibrium" dynamics associated to the process of technological innovation (see [31, 66, 79] ). 42 This is true in the Real Business Cycle (RBC) analysis (see Kydland and Prescott [80] , Long and Plosser [81] ), where a perfectly competitive equilibrium is always guaranteed by rational expectations and the cycles are explained as the result of the reaction of intertemporally optimizing economic agents to random (and exogenous) technological shocks. But the same is true in the "endogenous growth models" (see Romer [82] , Lucas [83] , Rebelo [84] ), where accumulation of knowledge and R&D or education spending increase the growth rate of economy by increasing the incentive to innovate. Also in this case economic agents (consumers and firms) who have rational expectations solve an intertemporal optimization problem of an objective function (a utility or a profit function) determining the saving rate and hence the intensity of the accumulation of whatever factor is reckoned to bring about increasing returns. As in the RBC analysis the economy is always in equilibrium, condition that becomes the very way of being of economic dynamics. 43 Before of RBC and the economic growth models, Solow-type models viewed growth as a steady state and focused on convergence issues. "Steady state is approached asymptotically by any optimal path from any initial conditions: starting from arbitrary initial condition the solution of the optimization problem converges to the saddle point" (Solow [85] , p. 15). But while in the "optimizing" version of the approach (see Cass [86] ) the economy is always in equilibrium, not only at the saddle point but also along the path followed to reach it (see Amendola and Gaffard [79] , p. 110), in the Solow's original version of the model (Solow [87] ) the saddle point is a long period position that the economy may or may not be in: in fact fluctuations-in terms of inconsistency of investments and final consumption-could arise in the short run if wage and price were sticky. However, although the distinction between being in equilibrium or being out of equilibrium exists in the model, the motion toward the long period position involves a problem of "transitional dynamic" and co-ordination that is solved a priori in a steady state equilibrium and hence it cannot be analyzed by means of this framework. 39 As an example of this divorce one can see that the growth of the productivity in US in the period 1997-2006, is associated to an average rate of industrial capacity utilization in the same period (79.57%) lower than the periods 1980-1986 (79.67%) and 1987-1996 (82.47%). We have calculated the average capacity utilization rates for the US. Industry on the basis of the Federal Reserve statistics. 40 Clearly we are in debt with Hicks [80] for the distinction between historical and logical causality in economics.
